
CUSTOM DESIGN iRAP STAINLESS 
ANTI-RESONANCE SHEET £70

u
In HFC 275, we reviewed Custom Design’s platter mat, 

lamenting its ferro-magnetic construction. Hardly was the ink 

dry on the review when we received not only a non-magnetic stainless 

steel mat but also this revised iRAP sheet, made of the same ‘Acoustic 

Stainless’ material. This is still one of our favourite no-brain accessories: 

put it on equipment and kill casework resonances, simple as that. But the 

lack of magnetic coupling can make it more useful near mains transformers, 

where there is less tendency to rattle in the stray field.

� 0191 262 4646 q www.customdesign.co.uk

VAN DEN HUL THE ORCHID
ANALOGUE INTERCONNECT £300 (1M PAIR)

t 
Not only is this cable unusually thin, it’s all even more remarkable when 

one considers that there is a full ‘triaxial’ construction in there – that is, 

core, insulation, screen, more insulation, second screen, jacket. That makes 

three conductors, which means you can get this in balanced form with XLR 

connectors. But, even as an unbalanced cable, it already offers some very fine 

performance indeed. Van den hul’s promotional literature talks of ‘Tunnel 

Technology’ and the virtues of Linear Structure Carbon, all of which is 

scientifically unproven but... well, he may be on to something as the sound is 

exceptionally clear and clean. It really is like cleaning a slightly dirty window – 

you don’t notice what was wrong until it’s gone. If you’re feeling a bit flush do 

give this one a try.

� 01235 511166 q www.vandenhul.com

CLEARER AUDIO SILVER-LINE 
DIGITAL INTERCONNECT (COAXIAL) £125 (0.5M)

t
You get a lot of material value here. Silver-plated centre conductor, 

twin ferrite interference suppressors, genuine WBT phono plugs (the 

new plastic-body ones with low-area ground contact and screw-down 

clamping) and an impressive-sounding shielding arrangement that claims to 

give 130dB interference suppression – not sure how you’d measure that! 

The outer shield is not insulated and we’d advise keeping it clear of metal 

chassis: there’s no shock hazard but interference pickup could be severely 

compromised by currents circulating from it to equipment casework. Bearing 

that in mind, we certainly found the performance most satisfying with very 

finely etched detail enhancing familiar recordings and a new-found 

sweetness in the treble. Good images, too, second only to Kimber KS2020.

� 01702 543981 q www.cleareraudio.com
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ISOTEK FULL SYSTEM ENHANCER CD
BURN-IN & DEMAGNETISATION DISC £15

u
We put ‘highlights’ of this disc on our covermount CD that came with 

HFC 270, but have never yet reviewed the complete thing. It’s not the 

only burn-in and demagnetisation disc in the world, of course, and opinions 

vary as to whether these things work at all and if so quite how. Isotek 

appears to have gone into this in some scientific detail and the main aim 

seems to be to stress a system without actually endangering it. Various 

whistles, bumps and noises do that and then gently wind down so as to 

demagnetise the system, taking half an hour (full version, optimised for 

small or large loudspeakers) or five minutes (quick version). And, well, we 

did think our trial systems sounded a little fresher and livelier after 

treatment. Go on – satisfy your curiosity!

� 0870 240 7228 q www.choicebits.co.uk
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